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Today, Belgian animation director Nicole Van Goethem (1941-2000) is barely 
remembered. If her name is mentioned, it is usually done so in reference to “A Greek 
Tragedy” (1985), her directorial debut, which was distributed in the USA in 1986 and 
received the 1987 Academy Award for best animated short. (The actual award, however, 
was, as was customary, given to the producers of the film.) Interestingly, the members of 
the Academy chose  “A Greek Tragedy”, which was a rather traditionally hand drawn 
animation, over Pixar’s completely CG film “Luxo Jr.” (1986), which is now considered a 
milestone in recent animation film history.  
 
Van Goethem, a highly talented visual artist, had worked on some other projects before, 
but was taken by surprise by winning the “Oscar” and receiving the media attention that 
followed. After her next animated short (“Full of Grace”, 1987) it would take more than a 
decade before she made a third film. This long hiatus, which she filled with accepting other 
assignments (posters, promotion films), was among other reasons caused by a fallout 
between her and her producer. Her third, “L.A.T.” (2002), had to be finished and released 
posthumously, as Van Goethem died unexpectedly from a heart attack in 2000.     
 
Van Goethem’s friends and her producer (with whom Van Goethem had reconciled) tried 
to keep her legacy alive by organising an exhibition (in 2003) and releasing a DVD with her 
three shorts and some commercials she made (in 2006). Nevertheless, Van Goethem has 
fallen into oblivion, in particular from an international viewpoint. 
 
This paper brings a critical reassessment of the works of Van Goethem. The paper is 
based on extensive research into the hitherto un(der)valorised personal archives of Nicole 
Van Goethem, which were donated to the City of Antwerp shortly after her death. 
Containing her private and business correspondence, numerous press clippings and an 
innumerable amount of drawings and film cells, this archive allows us to paint a detailed 
portrait of Van Goethem’s work and life. 
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